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Council to Waive' Its Constitution
Three Branch Revision Proposed
At a special meeting last Thursday, the Student Council voted unanimously to waive its
constitutlon in favor of establishing a three-branch form of student government. Fashioned after,
the American democratic system, the government will consist of executive, legislative, and judicial branches. During the Spring Semester the Administration will consider the proposal.
The Student Association is presently regulated by the Student Council, a legislative organization. It was the opinion of the Council that this system is inadequate for the growing demands
of the student body. and that the new form of. government will offer the students a more direct
and influential opportunity to regulate the activities of the Association. With the adoption of this
new system the Council has two aims: 1) it will create greater unity within the student 'body
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 b y increasihg the number of

Bennett Lauded;
Praises Full House
I n arnIvaI F-InaI·e

C -

By SEAN MALONEY

"One of the warmest audiences I've sung before," Tony
Bennett told chairman Don
Cook, speaking of those who
Gary Ambert '63 and Kevin Ecclesine '64 who recently returned attended his performance'at the
from eight months of study in Chile.
Winter Carnival. This enthusiasm seemed to be the feeling of
all who attended the gala weekend.
Chairman Cook, a senior, had
high praise for all his co-workers and said it was a truly successful cooperative effort on the
By ~OHN KUZZO '
most city on the Latin American part of all involved. He said that
This' past Pecember, K e v in Continents.
this cooperation helped make
Ecclesine and Gary Ambert reKevin visited Motevideo, Sao the Winter Carnival the success
turned to our campus after hav- Paulo (the largest and most vi- it was.
ing spent-eight months study- brant city in Brazil), Rio de
The Tony Bennett Concert
ing in Chile. ,
Janeiro, and Lima. He said that was the center of attraction for
Gary, who is a senior in the in Sao Paulo a greal deal of the whole weekend. The people
B.S.S. course, plans to attend European and American "live to who packed the gymnasium to
graduate school for a' M.A. in work and do not work to live" hear him did not go away disSpanish literature and language. because it is a very large indus- appointed. He sang in the style
Kevin came to Fairfield from trial and financial center.
that has made him so popular
Arc h b ish 0 p Stepinac High
today. "Because of You," his
School and is also in the B.S.S.
Kevil). Ecclesine pointed out early smash hit, was one of the
course. He is hoping for a schol- that one of the most striking favorites of the audience.
arship to gradu~te school which things he encountered was the
There were several contests
will help him start working for complete distinctiveness between
his Doctorate. Kevin, now a jun- the countries in Latin America. throughout the weekend that
ior, has been an active member He said, "Our main goal should added spice to the Carnival. The
in the Sodality and the Glee not be to solve economic prob- highlight of the Prom was the
Club.
lems by outright aid, but rather crowning of the Queen, pretty;
we must work to understand, Jean Albers, a freshman at
These two men were among and help the people themselves Marymount College. Her date
ten who were selected to parti- understand the reasons for these was Jeff Campbell who is a
cipate in the Chilean Study Pro- problems." He further comment- sophomore psychology major
gram, sponsored by Fordham ed by saying, "An important here at Fairfield.
University in New York. By be- factor in dealing with La tin
At the Masquerade Ball, Gering accepted for this program, America is the understanding ry McCarthy, '63, won the prize
they automatically attained Ful- of the individual nations and for having the most humorous
bright Scholarships. They at- the differences between e a c h costume. 'He was dressed as
tended classes at the Catholic one. Although they may appear
Cleopatra. His date, Denise VilUniversity of Chile in ,Santiago, similar on the surface, each lardi, a freshman at the Univer-,
the capitol of Chile. Here, their
,(Coni. on Page 8, Col. 5)
program consisted of Spanish
(Coni. on Page 8, Col. 1)
literature, Latin American and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - -

8 Month Scholarship Ends;
FU Students Return from Chile

On-Campus Training Program
Mr. Ecclesine, speaking of the
F'or Lay ApostoIate
Chilean Program, said,
is one Tentative
of the finest available ways to
~h~:~~:~~ history,

sociology, and
"It

learn, not only about Latin
America, but also the Spanish
languages itself." The Chilean
ho;;pitality, friendliness and
overwhelming curiosity w ere
commented upon by' both. The
students resided with Chilean
families. Kevin remarked about
their "surprising" concept of
North American life.
Having completed their course
of studies, Gary and Kevin traveled through Latin America.
They traveled separately, meeting only in Buenos Aires. Mr.
Ambert went as far south as
Punta Arenas on the Straits of
Magellan. This 'is the southernPAGE DIRECTORY
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By TOM COOK

In a recent interview, Rev.
Joseph M u r p h y, S.J., while
speaking for the Lay Apostolate
movement, stated its purpose
and briefly outlined the tentative curriculum for the movements (~m-campus training .program.
In recent yea r s, there has
been a great rise in interest in
college students throughout the
nation in lay missionary work,
thus creating a desire in these
students for "positive international missionary service." This
desire, according to Fr. Murphy,
is very commendable, but up
until quite recently, there has
been no central means of unifying this zeal. Without this unifying force, the desire would probably wilt as rap i d 1y 'as it
bloomed. Thus says Fr. Murphy,
the purpose of the lay apostolate
movement is to "channel their
zeal, to give it depth." In other
words, the movement seeks to
instruct and guide those college
students desirous of laboring in
dome-stic and international miSe
sion fields.
Classroom Instruction
The tenative training program

for the movement will be taught
under the direction of the Province Committee. It will consist
of approximately seventeen lectures covering three specific
areas of study; 1) doctrine, 2),
techniques, 3) adaptation.
The doctrine 1 e c t u res will
roughly consist in the development of an appreciation' of
Christ's devine design of salvation for all men, and a realization of what practical objectives the layman can achieve in
the advancement of this divine
plan.
The instruction on techniques
will be on a more practical
plane. In this series of lectures,
the prospective mission wor~er
will be shown various means of
promoting spiritual, recreationaI, social, and cultural advancement within a community. Special emphasis will be put on the
realization of the ultimate goal
of these activities: "The assumption by the community of responsibility for its own improvement."
The third area of study, adaptation, will deal with the neces,(Cont. on Page 8, Col. 3)

,Philosophy Club Host~ :;;~s)e~:a:~~sin~~ea~~v;:~::~:~
YI
aIe'P
s rofessorseth
WI

bility and authority of the students in governing themselves.
General Structure

On Wednesday, February 20th
at 2:15 p.m. in Gonzaga AudiWhile the definite powers of
torium, the Philosophy Club of each branch have not yet been
Fairfield University will present drafted, the general structure
the second in its series of lec- of each has been outlined. The
tures.present Student Council, with
The guest speaker will be
Professor John E. Smith, who modification, will remain the
is the Chairman of the Depart- legislative body with the duty
ment of Philosophy at Yale of passing regulations and ratiUniversity. Professor' Smith's fying constitutions of new camlecture, entitled "The Situation pus organizations. The judical
in American Philosophy Today",
will involve some description on branch of government, consisth
h'l
h' 1 ing of a student committee, will
t e contemporary p I osop lca hear cases of violation of school '
scene, as well as Pro f e s s 0 r
Smith's critical evaluation of laws. After confering with Fathe correctness of the direction ther McCormick and defining
in which we are moving.
the precise areas of authority,
After the lecture, there will the committee will assume rebe a question and answer peri- sponsibility for passing judgod, followed by a coffee break, ment and Issuing any punishafter which Professor Smith will ment for violations. The execuconduct a seminar in the Con- tive branch will become the uniference Room in Campion Hall. fying factor of the government
The initial lecture of this as well as the enforcer of laws.
series was a success and the
The Student Council has dinewly organized Phi los 0 P h y vided its membership into three
Club, which feels itself to 'be groups and these men will orvery fortunate to have such a ganize and refine the powers of
distinguished speaker as Profes- each branch. Periodic reports
sor Smith, is confident that this of progress will be submitted
second lecture will be as good by each group to the e n t ire
if not better.
Council. When the work is cornAll students and friends of pleted, the Council will vote on
the University are most cordial- these proposals. If passed, the
ly invited to attend this event new system will be presented
to listen, to ask questions and, to the administration for its apmost importantly, to learn.proval.

Frs. Rousseau, Rooney Given
Ecumenical Committee Posts
The Most Rev. Walter W.
Curtis, Bishop of Bridgeport,
while speaking at a: recent gathering of non-Catholic ministers at a Bridgeport YMCA, announced the formation of a
three-man diocesan ecumenical committee, on which two
members of the Fairfield faculty will serve. The two Fairfield
professors, Revs. Richard W.
Rousseau, S.J., and Richard L.
Rooney, S.J., are 'members of
the university's theology department.
Bishop Curtis stated that the
committee has been: "fully authorized to work towards the
opening of channels of dialogue
through any type of experimen~
tation in the Birdgeport area."
This committee is an immediate outgrowth of informal discussions begun in the fall of
1960 between a Congregationalist minister and the two Fairfield professors. The purpose of
these, meetings was to create a
dialogue in which subject matter hindering un~on between
Catholicism and Protestantism
would be discussed' and clarified.
Fr. Rooney, in a recent interview for the Catholic Transcript,
revealed the subject matter discussed. "Right from the start,
we took' dialogues the major
doctrinal questions .of grace,
the sacraments and the Papacy."
According to Fr. Rousseau,

these meetings used as their
guide the six conditions for a
"Fruitful dialogue" as set down
in An American Dialogue. These
are: "1) Each partner must believe that the other is speak~ng
in good faith.
2) Each partner must have a
clear understanding of his own
faith.
3) Each partner must strive
for clear understanding of the
faith of the other.
4) Each partner, must accept
responsibility in humility and
penitence' for what his group
has done and is doing to foster
and perpetuate division.
5) East partner must forthrightly face the issues which
cause seperation, as well as
those which create solidarity.
6) Each partner must recog(Coni. on Page 8, Col. 5)

a

WALK RIGHT IN
On Friday, Feb. 15, 1963 the
Class of '64 will present a
mixer "Walk Right In."
The ~ixer, to be held in
the back gym, will be a fundraising event for the Dogwood Festival. Admission is
$1.99.
Girls from Manhattanville,
New Rochelle, Marymount
and Elizabeth Set 0 n have
been invited. Music will be
provided by Jimmy White '64
and his band.
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"Lay Apostolate"
Topic Discus~ed
'In Gonzaga Lecture

:?'be'

ON I .'ON'
p' ATe'H

By JAMES C. MOORE

February 13, 1963

College Bowl Exams
To Be Given Friday
Friday, Feb. 15 at 2:00 p:m.
in Xavier Hall is the time and
place to take the exam for any
students interested in participating in the Fairfield University Invitation College Bowl
Series.
Father Lynch, S.J., moderator
and coach of the final team, will
make up the tests. Ten finalists
will be interviewed by a faculty
board of four men. They will
choose eight students, four first
team members and four alternates, to represent the U~ver
sity.
The other s'chools which are

Employing a theme, ". . . the
end product of formation is
'
action," Mr. Francis X: Sheehan,
'
from the Guidance Dept. of Boston College, was the featured
~o ~
speaker at last Thursday's As~ I
~~
sembly for Juniors and Seniors ~..lI:;;;;;;;;';:::;;;'';;::=;'~_ _
..&
!''''""
_
concerning the Lay Missionary.
Apostolate. Speaking during
The Fairfield University campus, according to my catalogue,
third period, Mr. Sheehan talk- consists of two hundred and some-odd acres. And some of those
ed on '''Prospectives on the Lay acres are pretty odd at that.
Missionary Apostolate" to about
If Joe Fairfield were to take a tour of the campus he might
200 uppercl.assmen in Gonzaga setout to skirt Alumni Field on the north and climb up the back
Auditorium.
way towards McAuliffe Hall. Here he will 'find a large stone
Formation for :l:he Apos:l:ola:l:e silo-like tower, reported to be the missile-launching site of the
The former lay missioner re- physics department. Near the launch site there runs a great
ferred to eminent Church per- stone wall, under which is a series of rooms, small, dark, and
sonalities in the apostolate as sinister, rumored to be the famed catacombs in which the Society
J examples and sources of ideas. hides its pdts of gold.
He also briefly traced the hisAnother famous landmark on campus is the pond, scene of
tory of the lay apostolate titanic struggles in the fall, neighborhood skating in the winter,
through the Church's history fishing in the spring, and mud all year round. For years, some
from the days of Christ's first say, this has been the secret of Fairfield's coffee-er coffee;
commands to the past two cen*
*
•
*
•
turies' reawakening of the layHow's your Weltschmerx; today, all ye in the slough of
man's role in the Church's despond?
apostolate.
• • • • •
.
Defining the "Whole Church"
Euripides Smith, a friend of ours, who is an architectural
I as necessarily including the lay- student at the University of Notre Dame (the Fairfield of the
man, Mr. Sheehan emphasized Mid-West), recently came up with a suggestion for reducing the
the laity's obligations to the aesthetic inadequacy between Loyola and Gonzaga Halls.
Church in these times. Review"The problem can be solved simply," said Smith, "by deeping the modern secular influ- ening the garbage truck approach to Loyola kitchen, and then
ences of the education now part covering the whole works over, proQucing an underground tunof the layman's life, the emer- nel. A natural effect could be restored by planting grass on top.
gence of new nations, the equal- The next step, of course, would be to move the main entrance of
11'izing demands and forces stem- Gonzaga to the center of the building, thus giving it 'the distincming fro m the democratiction of being the only edifice on campus with a front door."
theory, and the more frequent
Smith also said that when Fairfield gets' a new cafeteria it
and more concrete reality of in- should be Incorporated into a student union building, and not
ternational action, he developed combined with a dorm as a stop-gap measure. "To combine a
the idea of the further supra- cafeteria and dorm would be no improvement, and would only
nationalizing forces at work in be compounded poor planning," said Smith. On this point I
the Mystical Body of the Church. couldn't agree with him more.
Toward Action
Our conversation shifted to the topic of school spirit, where
With this development of the. Smith :commended Fairfield, but added, "What you really need
formational influences affecting is a brass band. It can do wonders for a school, even if you don't
the layman, Mr. Sheehan then have a football team to go with it. A combination marching and
took up the pragmatic topic of concert band would fill the bill. You could give concerts the
what the upperclassman could same as your glee club, -and as a public service that would give
do in the lay missionary move- a 'great boost to the school's name, you could offer your services
ment. The graduate of Boston to the many local parades. The' perfect uniform of distinction
College Graduate School of Edu- would include your red blazers, pin-striped shirts, and straw
cation listed the basic qualifica- hats."
tions for a lay missionary. He
Well, Euripides Harold Hill Smith is quite a talker. He
then explained the training pro- convinced me even if I've never played a note except on my
gram which the New England harmonica. I'm signing up for tuba lessons: Anyone else?
Province of the Society of Jesus .
•
•
•
•
•
has established for Fairfield,
F'airfield University needs: 1) someone to shovel the sideHoly Cross, and B.C.
walks when it, snows; 2) more heat in Loyola; 3) a big brass
.. '(fill in the blank with your
The prospective recruit at- band; 4)
tends approximately 20 three- name) ;5) thirty-eight more buildings; 6) rich alumni.
*
•
•
*
•
hour lectures in the 2nd semes-Quote of the week: "One could do. worse than be a swinger
ter of his Senior year and then
spends two to three weeks at of bITches." - Robert Frost
the Province-wide training ses- r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
. sion. Upon Completing this program and choosing his area of
work, the lay missionary then
goes into special training for his
COIN OPERATED
particular country and task.
Fairfield's Con:l:ac:l:
Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
The 2nd semester lectures at
Fairfield and the summer train20c Wash - lOe Dry
ing session may be inquired
about through the offices of the
located direc:l:1y behind A&P liquor s:l:ore on
Student Spiritual Advisors, Rev.
THE POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONN.
Richard Rooney, S.J., in Xavier,
and Rev. J. W. Murphy, S.J., in
CLearwa:l:er 9-9082
Canisius.
The Lay Missionary Apostolate assembly was opened by
the Rev. James E. FitzGerald,
S.J., President of the University.
Father Rector spoke on the
"forces of renewal in the
Church" at present, especially
the Ecumenical Council. Father
went on to say that the "... laity
is becoming much more conscious . . . of its obligations to
promote and work for the ends
of the Mystical Body." Because
many of the laymen wished to
do something concrete, Father
stated that many of the laity
have given a year or two of
their lives for this apostolate.
Upon being questioned after
his talk, Mr. Sheehan stated that
the Province program has sent
some 'of its men into other movements, such as, the Peace Corps
and' the Papal Volunteers for
service in L a tin America
(PAVLA). He emphasized the
value of the spiritual formation
in the Province program over
the secular training offered by
the Peace Corps.
The Boston College' training
program has operated for the
past five years. This is the inaugural year for the Province
committee's work among the
three Jesuit colleges.

I

;;::::;;;;::::;;''''''''';;;;:;_-=_•

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT

going to participate" are lona
College, Marymount, Manhattanville, St. Joseph's, Hartford
and Albertus Magnus.
Set up by the Student Council, this annual event is hoped
to increase the emphasis in academic areas, and also to prepare
for the College Bowl on television.
The meets will be both at
home and away. Those here on
campus will be held Sunday
evenings in Gonzaga auditorium
with Fr. Nickerson, ·S.J., as the
Master of Ceremonies.
The committee, consisting of
Ken Keane, '64, chairman, and
sophomores Joe Santangelo and
Gerry Hemenway is working for
the success of this causec

(Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE CURSE OF THE CAMPUS: NO. 2
As was pointed out last week, one would think that with all
the progress we have made in the education game, something
might have been done by now about roommates. But no. The
roommate picture has not brightened one bit since Ethan
Goodpimple founded the first American college.
(Contrary to popular belief, Harvard was not the first. Mr.
Goodpimple started his institution some 75 years earlier.. And
quite an institution it was, let me tell you! Mr. GoodplII~ple
bililt schools of liberal arts, fine arts, dentistry, and tanmng.
He built a lacrosse stadium that seated 102,000. Everywhere
on campus was emblazoned the stirring Latin motto CA VE
MUSSI -,-"Watch out for moose." The student union contained
a bowling alley, a clock, and a 16-chair barber shop.

(It was this last feature-the barber shop-that, alas,
brought Mr. Goodpimple's college to an early end. The student
body, being drawn from the nearby countryside, was composed
chiefly of Pequots and Iroquois who, alas, had no need of a
barber shop. Thev braid their hair instead of cutting it, and as
for shaving, they don't. The barber, Tremblatt Follicle by name,
grew so depressed staring all the time at 16 empty chairs that
one day his mind finally gave way. Seizing his vibrator, he ran
outside and shook the entire campus till it crumbled to dust.
This later became known as Pickett's Charge.)
But I digress. We were discussing ways for you and your
roommate to stop hating each other. This is admittedly difficult but not impossible if you will both bend a bit, give a little.
I remember, for example, my own college days (Berlitz, '08).
My roommate was, I think you will allow, even less agreeable
than most. He was a Tibetan named Ringading whose native
customs, while indisputably colorful, were not entirely endearing. Mark you, I didn't mind so much the gong he struck on
the hour or the string of firecrackers he set off on the half-hour.
I didn't even mind his singeing chicken feathers every dusk and
daybreak. What I did mind was that he singed them in my hat.
To be fair, he was not totally taken with some of my habits
either-especially my hobby of collecting water. I had no jars
at the time and just had to stack the water any-old-where.
Well sir, things grew steadily cooler between Ringading and
me and they might have gotten actually ugly had we not each
hapIlened to receive a package from home one day. Ringading
opened his package, paused, smiled shyly at me, and offered
me a gift.
"Thank you," I said. "What is it?"
"Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair. In Tibetan
we call it gree see kidstuff."
·"Well now, that's mighty friendly," I said and offered him a
gift from my package. "Now you must have one of mine."
"Thank you," he said. "What is this called?"
"Marlboro Cigarettes," I said and held a match for him.
He puffed. "Wow!" he said. "This sure beats chicken feathers!"
. "Or anything else you could name," I said, lighting my own
Marlboro.
'
- And as we sat together and enjoyed that fine flavorful
Marlboro tobacco, that pure white Marlboro filter, a glow of
good fellowship came over us-a serene conviction that no
quarrels exist between men that will not yield to the warmth of
honest good will. I am proud to say that Ringading and I remain friends to this day, and we exchange cards each Christmas
and each Fourth of July, firecrackers.
© 1063 M.xShulmao

*

*

*

Wherever you or your roommate may be--on any campus
in any ''city, town, or hamlet in any state of. the Union-you
will find Marlboros at your favorite tobacco counter-soft
pack or flip top box.
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New Grad Course
Slated lor Spring
A new course in 17th century
French literature for teachers
and others with a French language background, will be introduced in Fairfield University's Graduate Department of
Education during the spring
semester.
Dr. Gerard B. McDonald, professor of modern languages, said
the course ·will include a survey of the major literature of
the period and its social and political trends. Class discussions
will center on teaching methods
of classical literature on the
secondary level.
The course will be presented
by Dr. McDonald.

Alumni Homecoming
Heads Planned Events
February 9 was the date set as
the annual winter homecoming
date for Fairfield University
alumni, it was announced by
Rev. George S. Mahan, S.J., assistant to the president and moderator of alumni' activities at
Fairfield U.
The featured event of the
homecoming program was a.
basketball game between Fairfield University and, Boston
College at 8 p.m. in the campus
gym. A reception in Berchmans
hall followed the game.
Leonard S. Paoletta, president
of the Fairfield U Alumni Association, said the homecoming is
the first of a series of alumni
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events planned for the year. A
Grad. Dept. To Offer
closed retreat headed by Joseph
Ryan, '56, and the annual Com- History Of Art Course
munion breakfast directed by
"History of Art for Teachers"
Pat Pagliarulo, '54, will be will be offered by Fairfield Unischeduled during Lent. A picnic
versity's Graduate Department
is scheduled August 4 with Roof
Education for the first time
bert Marconi, '54, as chairman.
during the spring semester. Presentingthe course will be Mr.
Palko Luka;cs, formerly a lecturerat educational institutions
in Austria and Cuba, who has
exhibited in the world's leading
art ce~ters.
A $750 check representing an
Mr. Lukacs will trace artistic
unrestricted grant from the contributions from the stone age
Sears-Roebuck Foundation' has
been presented to Fairfield Uni- to modern times with special
emphasis on the historical, reversity.
Funds from the check are de- ligious and philosophical consigned to help cover costs to tent.
the college of educating a Sears
Currently exhibiting in New
Foundation Merit Scholar en- York's Szenmor gallery, Mr.
rolled at Fairfield U. for the
Lukacs has been iilvited to ex1962-63 academic year.
hibit at Oxford, England, next
The Foundation makes direct
cost-of-education grants to col- summer. Previous shows have
leges because current tuition been presented at Vienna, Paris,
charges do not reflect the col- Geneva, Bern, London, Boston
leges' entire costs of educating and Havana.
their students.
Over the past seven years The
Bellarmine Blaze Stirs
Sears-Roebuck Foundation has
granted approximately 480 scho- Students Front Sleep
larships through the National
Just before midnight on SunMerit Scholarship Corporation
of Evanston, Illinois. These day, Jan. 27, sleeping students:
scholarships and the accompany- were roused from their beds by
ing cost-of-education grants to the sound of sirens. Fire engines
colleges have been valued at were to be seen on their way to
$2,600,000 making the Founda- Bellarmine Hall, where a fire
tion the largest single sponsor was reported.
of the Merit Scholarship ProThe blaze, caused by a burnedgram.
out refrigerator 'motor, which
did no serious damage, was
quickly extinguished. This, however, not before many students
had rushed to Bellarmine to see
at first-hand the cause of excite-

Sears-Roebuck
$750 Grant
Given to F.U.

ASPECT.

ment. Many others, not wishing
tp brave the freezing temperatures, watched the excitement
from windows facing the f,acuIty residence.
On receiving the news that
the fire was extinguished, and
upon finding np satisfactory
reason for remaining awake
with tests coming up the next
day, the studel}ts of the dorms
returned to their disturbed
slumber, with the tension of
exams somewhat relaxed by the
excitement.

Management Seminars
Initiated At University
By Bridgeport SAM
A series of seminars for all
management per son n el was
initiated at Fairfield University
on February 18, under' the auspices of the Bridgeport Chapter
of the Society for the Advancement of Management.
The Seminars on six consecutive Mondays are to involve a
non-technical approach to electronic data processing systems
to show applications for businesses of all sizes, regardless of
product.
Daniel Gallagher of Harvey
Hubbell, Inc., a director for
SAM, is presenting the seminars
which are based on the theme
"Data Processing for Non-Data
Processing Executives."
The. first five, programs will
take place in- Fairfield University's Xavier hall. The final session will involve a domonstration of complete computer systems at Harvey Hubbell, Inc.

o

The annual Selective Service
College Qualification Test will
be offered to the college students
April 18 at approximately 500
colleges throughout the Nation.
This year the test will be given
at Fairfield. .
.;j£
The score made on the t e 6
a help to local boards in cijnsidering students for deferment
from induction for study as undergraduate or gradute' students.
General Novey~ State Director of Selective .Service, urgee.
students to take the test.
I'
"The test is for the student's
benefit as well as for the Nation's good," The Director said.
e'A local board should have full
information about a student in
order to classify him, including
his class standing and a score
on this test. A high test score
may compensate for low class
standing: and high class standing may compensate for a low
test score.
"The purpose of student deferments is to give promising'
students an opportunity to continue to prepare themselves for
careers in support of the national interest.
"The undergraduate studeht
who today does not plan on
graduate study may change his
plans as he nears graduation,"
General Novey added. "That is
the time that a deferment may
be most important. That is also
the time when a test score may
be important in the local board's
decision concerning deferment."

&

CONSIDERING CONTEMPORARY THOMISM

There ·is .something miss'ing in the philosophy being taught
at today's Catholic colleges. Catholic educators have renewed the
vigor and exactitude of the system they acquired from the middle
ages, and there is still something missing. Someone has pointed
Qut that American 'Catholic students could not respond to the
system as desired because it's against their natures and make-up
as persons, more pragmatic than absolute, more concrete in their
thillking than abstract..
What about this? Let's take a look at contemporary Thomism
as seen by an American student. It is an entire system of thought
encompassing epistemology, ontology, cosmology, natural theology, philosophical psychology and ,ethics. One part depends on
the other and all complement one another. It was a magnificent
piece of work that Thomas did, taking what was hinted at in
Aristotle and building a whole way of determining how and what
to look at in judging life. Now it seems worthless.
Most of the objections that American Catholic students make
about the philosophy they are taught are valid, though admittedly some objectors voice clever opinions to hide, laziness. I think
the quality of Thomism that most galls today's student is its
smell of having-been-done before. To our pragmatic and concrete minds, this quality is unforgiveable and makes Thomism
appear not worth the bother. This may be an extreme attitude,
but it illustrates the principles of the serious student who, yes,
will listen to basic tenets, but must have made these a part of
hiS knowledge and way of thinking in a very practical way. Unfortunately,. most courses of philosophy given at our Catholic
colleges today do not take this fact of life seri,pusly. Instead, the
student receives little packages, of neatly-reasoned wisdom on a
particular point; all too often, he is expected to regurgitate this
package verbatim or take the consequences of a· low grade. If
this is education, says the American student, then he wants no
part of it.
Thus, the main objection is not with the truth of the Thomistic system, but with the method of teaching it. Memory should.
play only a small role in the education, of a collegian, especially .
in a country where thought is expected to be largely creative and
extremely pragmatic.
One of the more invalid assumptions that programs of contemporary Thomism makes is that contact with other philosophers
in their writings is a risky and dangerous business. So, most of
its teachers stick right to the book (the book is fun - the old
method of stating the answer before giving the question is no
longer visibly in operation. It's just that' there is only one
answer given) and give no quarter to the objectiom; of intellectual monism.
In too many cases, the American Catholic student is having
his proverbial leg pulled. He is being asked to answer questions
which, for the most part, have questionable validity to his intellectual life - he didn't even ask the questions. Pre-packaged
answers do make for an easier teaching assignment and correction of papers - what if it does not make thinkers? Contact
with other philosophers might not be intellectually honest, but
it does save a lot of time and effort. Perhaps the American
Catholic in his young and impressionable years does have something to fear from those in error. Sarcasm aside, perhaps he has
more to fear from the present method in which he is taught
philosophy. Knowledge? Something is missing.
.
(If interest warrants, this discussion will be continued. Letters and comments are welcome.)
/
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TO ALL STUDENT PERSONNEL:
Effective immediately, we are-happy to announce a
special price discount of 20% to be extended to you
as a student at Fairfield University.
This diScount will apply to all dry-cleaning, shirt
lClundering, tailoring, repairing or rug cleaning
brought into our plant at 1530 Po st Road, Fairfield
Center.
I

Please bring some identification with you and our
office will issue you a card for your own use when. ever you have occasion to come into the plant. This
card will be necessary for the speciar: student discount. Upon its presentation, the clerk will automatically deduct 20% from the total of your invoices
when yeu pick them up.
Thank you,
FAIRFIELD CLEANERS
Norman L. Pollack, Manager
"Caring For Fine Clothes Since 1921"
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RE:
PHILOSOPHY COURSES
Repeatedly through the STAG's more stormy issues, several student
,. writers have expresed, calmly and emotionally. their dissatisfaCtion with
the .Philosophy courses offered here at Fairfield University. The expressed
complaints center about a few available courses. Granted, som~ ~o.m
plaints do stem from personality conflicts, but the more astute CritiCS,
looking beyond the teacher-student relationship to the subject-matter,
'which is to be offered in the course,
see faults in the texts used and the
general give - the - answ9' approach
which often evades the questions to
which no absolute truth i~ known
for an answer.
Disgusted with the rote-withoutWith this issue the new regime of
thought the critics look for a modern
the STAG begins its publishing year.
adaptation of Thomism in extracur"
Recognizing the valuable foundation
ricular Philosophy readings rarely rethe past regime has left and with an
quired in anyone of the Philosophy
eye to future and further developcourses at present. The student-philoment. the incoming editors and st3.ff
sopher fails to see the acid questions
will labor to improve the quality and
involved in the philosopher's mind
retain the respect which the STAG
because he is unaware such questions
has attained in the year gone by.
exist while so emersed in his own
mechanical repetition of the answers
At this point an editorial word of
(often' direct quotes) retained by
gratitude is due to James C. Moore
mass memorization.
'64. retired Editor-in-Chief. Under
his guidance many innovations have
The comparative analogy with the
been introdu.ced which have since
end desired in other disciplines. such
become STAG policy. Among these
as English or Biology, with the end
are the Editorial Board. the change in
desired from Philosophy courses fails
the size of the page. expanded ediin the real situation where the Unitorial coverage and the establishment
versity produces some writers and
of Outstanding Service awards. In
biologists; but the consideration of
general the overall appearance and
being even a part-time philosopher, if
quality of content in the paper was
such a creature exists, evokes the
image of the uncomprehending r'ote
greatly advanced during his term in
of
Thomas' Five Proofs without reoffice.
gard
for the reality of the need for
As the new editors take office. no
Catholic
laymen in the twentieth cen. "inaug'ural" promises will be made;
'~tury
who
see the deep philosophical
There is only a request and that is
problems
this
age bears and which
for the cooperation and suggestions
are
peculiar
to
our
times. '
of the student body.
One observer outside the Univer
sity community noted his own wonder that Ontology. Natural Theology, Cosmology. all parts of the present Metaphysics course, could ever be
taught, much less, assimilated in, one
. It has taken fifteen years but Fairyear. The quantity problem of giving
field finally has the beginnings of a
a course of such scope in two semesbooster club.
ters and hoping this serves to arouse
The Court Jesters have attempted
the interest (i.e., a comprehending
to institute organized cheering both
commitment to a study of the prob.in victory and in defeat. They have
lems which Metaphysics approaches)
posted "Follow the Stags" signs
of the students causes despair in the
which announce when and where the
minds of student-philosophers searchgames are to be played. Also found
ing for a course to discipline and
on these placards is an account of each
augment their own personal realizagame as soon as the results are pubtion of the value of Philosophy to
lished in the local papers.
1963.
'
The value of the Jesters can be
All
these
jejune
comments will
especially appreciated this year. since
serve.
we
hope.
to
evoke
-your interst
the Stag team is not faring as well
in Philosophy and the treatment of
as everyone has become accustomed.
philosophers at Fairfield. To bring
Last year it was quite easy to cheerthe student discussion out into the
the team was always ahead. This is
open.
Richard Lawless' ASPECT colnot the situation this season. Conumn in this issue looks at Philosophy
tinuing spirit. whether the team is
courses. We recommend it for your
winning or losing. is essential for the
reading and offer you the opportumorle of the team as well as that (If
nity. to engage actively in this disthe student body.
.
CUSSiOn.
However. for the Court Jesters to
foster and organize this spirit and
continue the fine and necessary job
they are performing. they will need
cooperation.
When the cheerleaders stan'd 'to
cheer, they are not taking the place
The 1963 Winter Carnival closed
of the crowd in the stands; they are
on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 3rd. with
leading the fans. Perhaps if some of
Tony Bennett's concert. Regardless
the spectators would cheer instead of
jeer. Fairfield would have a rooting' of past successes and failures with the
Carnival. the Student Council's comsection to be proud of.
mittee, composed mainly by Seniors.
The original Court Jesters inscored. an outstanding social success.
cluded a five piece band. This is one
Comments from students and Facother of their praise-worthy feJtures.
ulty alike agree that from the Prom
Yet, the band is of no availlf it is not
to the concert. the '63 Winter Carniallowed in the gym.
val
was a laudable achievement.
These are only two areas where
At present, the Junior class works
(;ooperation is suggested and which
are necessary for the Court Jesters to
to prepare for the Dogwood Festival.
May 10-13. The Carnival is a standfulfill the purposes for which they
united.
ard for their efforts.

FROM THE OLD
TO THE' NEW·
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,COURT JESTERS:
A TRYING SITUATION

A.

1963 .Winter Carnival
Scores SuccesS
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Nos. 3 and 4 Respond
To 'Reflections"

Right of Inquiry
Questioned
To the Editor:
Just what right of honest inquiry do
the Fairfield students have? Judging
by an experience that I had on Jimuary 16th last. the answer is none whatsoever.
There exists on this campus today a
situation which the student is unaware
of unless he comes in contact with it.
This experience took place in the
Canisius Library. It could have happened to any student, and probably
has on more than one occasion.
I had entered the Library with the
hope of getting change of a quarter for
a phone call. When I inquired at the
desk, the librarian politely explained
that the Library does not give change
of a quarter. I did not question the
policy, but remarked in good faith that
such a policy seemed rather inconsiderate, with a change drawer directly
at hand, She referred me to a higherranking Library official, to whose office
I proceeded directly. When I inquired
about the policy to this official, I was
genuinely amazed by what I heard. I
asked him, objectively and with complete sincerity, why the librarian was
unable to give change of a quarter. I
was told that it was he who had made
the ;rule, and that it' was; and I quote,
"NONE OF MY BUSINESS." I thanked
him politely and left.
I had asked a reasonable, honest
question. I posed, this question with,
as I mentioned before, great sincerity
and in good faith. I am disappointed
with, I am not satisfied with, and I dis..
agree with the answer which I received.
A rule in the Library is one which
affects the entire Student Body. If it
isn't the students' ''business'~ to know
the students' laws, then just WHOSE
BUSINESS IS IT? After all, this rule
was meant for the students, wasn't it?
Let's clarify some of these not-tooapparent regulations, and let's lift the
ban on honest student inquiry and
information..
Sincerely,
John J. Timmel, '66
PUBLlCATIOIf SCHEDti'LE
February 27th laue
2/17-Pn1lmlDuy LaYout•• p.m.
III............. aDd Sports. aRlgDDlellts • p.m.
Edlton, • p.m.
I/20-Edltorial Boud. " p.m.
EdItorials. Lelt_...lo-~.
Feat_ DtlIldllne. " p.m.
1/21-1f.... aDd Sports Dell,cI1lDe. 3 p.m.
2/22--Layout Uaff report for beacl1lD.. aDd
.
proofread1:a.g,
1/24-FlDal layout. 3 p.m.
2/2f-Flnal layout. 3 p.m.
2/26-Page proob III Ibe Town Crier.
2/27-elzeulalloD.

To the, Editor:
The subject of Mike Lawrence's last
Reflections was a Poll taken by the
Layman, the Sodality newspaper. He
had hoped that the question, "What
are your views on the Supreme Court
decision against set prayer in the classroom," would evoke discussion on campus. lam sure that the Editor of the
Layman and the four pollees shared
that hope.
It is therefore unfortunate that Mike
did not avoid merely attacking the
opinions of the pollees in a variety of
areas. Constructivp comments and insights into the situation would have
been more enlightening. Whether or
not a man is personally qualified to
comment on the question is a matter
that lies outside the realm of Mike's
published Reflections.
By way of facts the parenthetical
comment directed at #3 seems to me
to be in error - de facto. Prayer was
being said in the classroom, and the
Court had had no edict on the matter.
The root of the problem lies in the
manner in which one views the Constitution.
Sincerely,
GO Cass '64. #3
To the_Editor:
Being a freshman I probably should
not write this letter. According to ~.
'Lawrence, freshmen are not sophisticated and therefore not able to "wax
profound." As #4 in his article on
"Christmas trees," I apologize for attempting to "wax profound" upon matters which should not be included in
the freshman spectrum of life.
I would. like, however, to comment
upon two points in Mr. Lawrence's col- ,
umn. First, and by way of question:
does Mr. Lawrence ever attempt to
solve the problem in question or does
he attack personally the opinions of the
three "qualified" students and one
freshman in the survey? Second: I do
not understand how Mr. Lawrence
comes to the conclusion that freshmen
are ignorant. He seems to judge all
from one. Even a freshman, drawing
upon only one semester of logic, can
. see this to be an' invalid conclusion;
Being a freshman, I can only suggest
these objections, not "wax profound"
on them. That is up to you.
Thomas Finn '66
Sincerely,

Published bi-weekly by students of Fairfield University during regular university year,
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Reviews: Films And Off-Broadway
Ofl.Broadlvay:
Riverwind
Greenwich Village's Actor's
Playhouse is now featuring the
gay musical comedy "Riverwind." Adrian Hall, director, is
not new to off-Broadway. His
talents were seen in "Red Roses
for Me" and Lillian Hellman's
drama, "Toys in the Attic." And
here again he does a noteworthy
job in presenting John Jennings'
first attempt at playwriting.
John Jennings, the twentyeight year old composer, chose
for his setting Indiana's colorful
Wabash River. He proves that
when the moonlight shines
through the towering timbers
on a secluded tourist rest overlooking the Wabash, true peace
and love are found. (That is if
you like catfish and mosquitoes.)
This supposedly salubrious climate plays host to three very
simple love episodes.
Logically they run thusly: a
teenage boy and girl just getting acquainted; the shy 'college
graduate and his equally shy
love (who are now in the i r
seventh year of engagement);
and finally the middle aged
couple, having discovered their
marriage on the skids who blissfully find their mutual affection
on the banks of the Wabash.
These three different levels of
human love are blended together rather well.
But to fill in this privation of
true reality Mr. Jennings stuffs
seventeen songs into two fairly
short acts. His attempt in equalizing those captivating love
songs such as "Maria" fall pitifully short on an Indiana veranda. He does, however, pick
himself up with extremely
catchy and witty lyrics such as
the tune "Almost, But Not Quite
Ever." Then back to another
love song, and the play goes on
in a see-saw fashion.
Lawrence Brooks, who has
spent most of his time in summer stock, takes the leading role
as the middle age d husband.
His singing is fair and his appearance is all too rigid. Elizabeth Parrish, his wife, is mediocre; and the same is true for
the remaining cast except for
the one bright Ii g h t by the
name of Jenny Farrell. She portrays rather well the teenage
girl desperately seeking love.
Her talent was recognized in
"Do Re Mi" and "Subways Are
for Sleeping." She is full of life
and possess an extremely infectious laugh. Truly a pleasure.
John Jennings' debut in New
York will not be easily forgotten for he has broken that chain
of heavy, foreboding drama
which has recently saturated
the Village; and he has done it
with a gay, light-hearted musical. So as one leaves the subway
rattled and "beatnik" draped
Actor's playhouse, he cannot
help but feel that this refreshing change is going to have a
startling affect on off-Broadway.
Richard M. Mergardt

Modern Screen
Adapts Electra
For those who missed the original staging, Michael Cacoyannis has adapted Euripedes'
"Electra" for the modern screen.
Written about 410 BC the play
treats of the Greek concept of
evil and its repercussions. The
dialogue is in Italian, and Eng.lish subtitles are supplied.
Following the tradition of the
Greek Mr. Cacoyannis makes
simplicity rather than sensaNOTICE
Subscriptions for Time. LIfe.
Sports Illustrated. and Fortune
will no longer be honored by mall.
A. few have abused this priVilege
~nd thus forcing the Withdrawal
)f it. If you WIsh to subscribe to
my of the above magazines please
leave your order blank in the
:1'1 [ll 1 room.
Thank you.
1/11/63

Itionalism

the rule. Scenery and
background are not elaborate.
The scenes of King Atreus' palace are filmed inside a tomb
where no artificial construction
was necessary, and the peasant
cottage of Electra's husband is
authentic.
The remaining scenes of the
film are the actual countryside
of Greece.
As is typical of classical
Greek plays the movie possesses
unity of time, place and action.
Respecting tradition all murders
are executed off camera and
resultant horror is achieved by
sympathy of the elements with
special effects, such as thunder
and violent wind.
In the East you will find 'no
outstanding names but one outstanding actress, Irene Pappas.
She portrays Electra wit h
enough venom to make Medea
cower; yet at the same time she
possesses a magnetism that
makes her less repulsive than
Medea. In comparison with her
the rest of the cast is adequate
but not exceptional.
In spite of Miss Pappas' moving effort the action lags at times
and one loses attention; a fault
which blemishes an otherwise
excellent production.
Guy Caputo

Lalvrence
Of Arabia
T. E. Lawrence as portrayed
in this film is an eccentric, determined, and conceited man.
He is an altruist who is in love
with the desert and its inhabitants, but slowly turns to detest
it through his own actions. The
questions are: Is this the true
picture of Lawrence, a young
lieutenant, illegitimate son of
the Irish Baronet, Thomas Chapman? Does the highest admission price ever asked to a film
merit the worth in seeing this
spectacular?
In my opinion, the first question is unanswerable. Many people have said many things about
T. E. Lawrence and the legend
that goes with him. Controversy
rages about his cr.uel and sadistic methods of pursuing his campaign against he Turkish domination of the Middle East during World War 1. Bernard Shaw
said of Lawrence: "With the
single doubtful exception of
myself, no man of our time has
had such a power of tempting
journalists and even diplomats
to tell lies about him as Law-

renee." To this statement Winston Churchill said: "I deem
him one of the greatest beings
alive in our time ..."
This Sam Spiegel-David Lean
production is an entirely subjective film. "Lawrence of
Arabia" will be either·a great
cinema or it will be nothing. I
foresee it to be nothing. Do not
misunderstand. The film is excellent in that Fred Young's
photography is superb, but only
in that aspect is it great. When
Peter O'Toole blows out a
match and the scene immediately switches to a tangerine
sun setting on the black desert
sands, one is enthralled with the
miracles of Young's camera.
Scenarist Robert Bolt did a
magnificent job on the screenplay.
The actors in this spectacular
are all of the highest caliber,
but they underact to such an
extent that' one leaves the theatre knowing little or nothing
of Lawrence. Who's fault is
this?, not the actors, but their
director. David Lean has not
displayed here his fine direction
as he has in such films as "Great
Expectations," and "The Bridge
on the River Kwai."
Who is the transatlantic rage

from Ireland who portrays Lawrence with eloquence? He is an
actor who has the expressions
of Montgomery Clift, the mannerisms of Alec Guinness - one
of his co-stars - and he has
the profile of James Dean. Peter
O'Toole's voice is a fair pitched
one, with a pronunciation so
cfuti~ct that his words seem to
bounce off the screen.
O'Toole, an unknown from the
Royal Theatre at Stratford-onAvon, is surrounded by a distinguished cast: Alec Guinness,
Anthony Quayle, Ant h 0 n y
Quinn, Jack Hawkins, Jose Ferrer, Claude Rains, and Arthur
Kennedy. Alec Guinness as
Prince Feisal and Arthur Kennedy as Bently, a Chicago reporter, play their roles with remarkable agility and skill.
Although this picture took 24
months of s h 0 0 tin g and cost
twenty million dollars, it lacks
what one might call a strong
sense of unity of action with
dialogue. Because of this, the
scenes, although very well blocked, drag from one desert sunrise
to sunset. "Lawrence of Arabia"
certainly does not live-up to the
last Spiegel-Lean production of
"The Bridge on the River Kwai."
Tim Holley

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BOB FISK
Bob Fisk (B.A.. 1954) joined New England Telephone
in Boston during 1957 and in less than three years was
promoted to the position of Accounting Manager.
Quite an accomplishment when you consider Bob is
responsible for the work of five supervisors and 45 employees! He needs a staff this large to handle the immense
1flb. of preparing monthly bills for southeast Boston.

\f"-

Bob earned his latest promotion after outstanding performance on earlier assignments as a Supervisory Assistant
and Directory Staff Assistant.
Bob Fisk and other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring the
finest communications service in the world to the homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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tht;~News '62

People, Places, Pics,.In
appearance of Dame Judith An- ed" in November, following the
derson in the roles of Lady Mac- Sodality and CKS,and the Senbeth and Medea.
iors were planning the first of
The Dramatic Club was hard a long list of events throughout
the year. The Juniors, too, had
at work on their new theater in their Day, and it was not long
11 b ut everyone
S outh well H a,.
stopped to enjoy life before before WVOF
beamed
on
Day. The year is marked also, by exams and listened to Della campus.
the STAG, from February of Reese at the Dogwood Festival,
Bennett on Campus
one year until February of the which marked the crowning of
The 'first news to be heard
next. This is the month of many Mary Faith Martins as another from the station, located atop
birthdays (and multitudinous Fairfield Queen.
.Fairfield's beautiful Loy 01 a
changes) on campus and off. It is
.
b 'ld'
h T
B
not at all a bad time for us to . Some w~re pla?-mng. for Sen- Ul mg, was t at ony ennett
celebrate the birth of the new' lOr week m 1}pn~ whIle others was coming to Fairfield in Febregime of the STAG by recall- were. already lookmg ~orward ~o ruary. For the next few months
ing past events, some mile- meetI~g the Class o~ 66, but m his voice could be heard in
stones, and one cornerstone in the mIdst of all thIS :work the every corridor. The person who
the life of our University.
Stags went to the .votmg bo~th thought to provide Tony Bento elect representatIves for Falr- nett's voice in the Cafe at meals
The pictorial display on page field's classes. John Gugle went had an enjoyable solution to the
· six perhaps will conjure in your to the head of the Sophomore problems in the kitchen - Good
memories some of these bygone class, followed by Jim Duquette music, ~ood eating! Don Cook
events on campus. A year ago 'n '64 and Frank Mastrapasqua was Tony's greatest fan on
today Fairfield was very much in '63. Everyone was picking a campus, and even went so far as
on the move. Senator Abraham new President . and even the to plan a gala Winter Carnival
Ribicoff (then Secretary Ribi- STAG made a few changes.
preceding his appearance.
coff), had spoken on campus,
.
It"
t
t
preceding Senator Barry GoldIt seemed as If ~veryone took
.
seems mappropna e
0
water by only a few days. In exams on the FaIrfield beach, mention anything' in the order
the wake of these gentlemen, but many :eturned to camptj,s of crisis, but where were you on
Rev. Courtney Murray, S.J., ar- for .graduatlOn ~n June 11 a~d November 13 between 10:30 and
rived to lecture on "The Prob- looked on as Kleman a.ccepted 4:00? Well, 230 Stags were seen
lem of God in the Modern t.he Loyola Medal for hIS serv- "taking the needle" in Loyola'
World". Fairfield spread itself ice, a~d liste.ned to Cappelletti's cafe that day. Just previous to
V 1d t
this occurrence John Kennedy
around in the social realm, too.. a EL·IC ory.
startled all of us with his Cuban
Karen Ambert was the Queen
Frosh, New Dean
. Blockade, which shook the camof the Winter Carnival in '62
Mid-July found the N.Y.
sharing the spotlight with Barry Giants in residence at Loyola.
Coyle, our New Year's Baby. They practiced here throughout
The Stags were facing seven August and early in September'
tough games before the tourney, nearly a hundred Juniors inhaving been rated one of the top vaded the campus to get the
three small eollege teams in New first look at the new dorm. rThey
England (Williams and Assump- introduced the Freshmen to
tion). Everywhere we were giv- Fairfield and to the newly aping a star performance. Even pointed 'Dean, Rev. James H.
the STAG had Moore.
Coughlin, S.J., who had replaced
In March Campion Hall got Rev. William Healy, S.J., (now
its . name, the alumni raised with the Crusaders).
$18,000 under its Building ProWith the fanfare' of STAG
gram, and everyone was guess- Night and any number of mixing who would star at the Dog- ers at an end in October the
wood Festival, but the commit- basketball team began ~rac
tee was silent for another month tices. The Track team was well
about Della Reese. The St?gs into its Fall program, and infaced ~t. Anselm's, but speakmg tramural football was claiming
,dramatically "A Shadow of My its annual victims. About this
Enemy" in the person of Fred time something new in the way
Price '62 stretched across the of tradition came to us in the
month of Mareh.
form (substantial, of course) of
WVOF Debut
the Father-Son weekend. PlanThe spring of '62 found Tim ned an~ executed skillfully by
Huff and the editors hard at the Semors the conferences atJames C. Moore
work on the Manor for '63 and tended by the fathers seemed
By JOHN TIMMEL
the Glee Club was well int~ an- to indicate to us that such activiOne of the leading officers of
other tour of concerts around ties as these will be of great
the STA:G, Instructor of Candithe East. The long awaited Fair- benefit to us in ·the future.
field radio station (WVOF) was
As in past years, everyone was dates for the Sodality, respected
born in ,Rochester, New York, caught up in the circle of social throughout the Campus as an
having happily overcome a events throughout the autumn. outstanding student leader bout of what may be called The social whirligig spun so fast there seems no end to the abilhardening of the kilocycles. The in fact that many were jolted ities and the achievements of
· College Bowl was meeting regu- by the sudden appearance of the retiring Editor-in-Chief, Jim
larly; and another milestone semester estimates. Things kept Moore.
Jim is a Class of '60 graduate
was reached on the evening of up, however, at the same rapid
May 3 with. the widely hailed pace. The Sophomores "Mixer- of Chaminade High School in
Mineola, New York. During his
stay there, Jim earned a Varsity letter in Cross Country
Track in Sophomore year, and
was News Editor for the school
newspaper. He was a class officer during his first three years
By SEAN P. MOLONEY
year of, college French or two at Chaminade, and during his
Rev. Thomas Johnson, S.J. years of high school French.
Senior year he was President of
has announced that the plans
The French courses in France both the Student Body and the
for a Fairfield summer session in are planned for both intermedi- Student -Council. .
France are now definite. A fully
Soon after Jim's arrival at
accredited part of the summer ate and advanced students and
school, the session is open not will be taught by native French- Fairfield, he put his valuable
only to undergraduate men pre- men. A detailed explanation of newspaper experience to good
sently enrolled at Fairfield, but the courses may be found in the use. During his freshman year,
he served as Layout Editor for
also to men and women from summer session brochure.
The women students, limited the STAG. Jim became the News
other schools.
Encouraged by the results of to twenty-five in number, will Editor during his second year,
a highly successful pilot program spend their session at Sarlat and in January, 1962 he was
last year, "The University has near Bordeaux and will be un- named Editor-in-Chief. Besides
now decided to follow the trend der the direction of a Jesuit his STAG duties, Jim is also a
of many colleges and universi- faculty member and two quali- member of the Sodality.
women. The school, the Foyties in' establishing a program fied
er de Bonte, is conducted by the
He joined while a Sophomore,
abroad to give their students a French religious, Les Messageres and in September, 1962 he becosmpolitan outlook," remarked du Christ Roi.
came the Instructor of CandiFr. Johnson.
dates. Jim also belongs to an
The Jesuit College at Amiens adult Sodality group at ChamTo ensure the utmost profit
from their stay in France, a will be the locality of the male inade High School. Currently
number of excursions' have been contingent of thirty. Situated working toward an A.B. Degree
· arranged. As last year, a special eighty miles from Paris, it is with English, and the classics as
effort will be made to provide also a central spot for traveling his Major, Jim plans to attend
graduate school and hopes to be
maximum opportunities for con- to other countries.
The recreational and athletic an English teacher. When he's
tact with the local population.
The academic pursuits will be facilities of both schools will be not working on a report or an
conducted in a vacation atmos- at the disposal of the students. editorial, Jim likes to relax .by
Each group will spend four reading, listening to good music,
phere in order to permit the
students to return refreshed and days in Paris. The director of and attend\ng plays, especially
the program also indicated that dramas.
ready for the school year.
The requirements arE~: one
.(Cont. o.n Page p" <;:QI, ~} . . .. I. asked .Jim for his views re'By GIL eASS

The year at Fairfield is dated
by various methods, from September until June, from one
term paper to the next, from
Freshmen Week to St. Patrick's

pus for a few days. Fear were
allayed in the latter case, however, when word got out that
Honor Committee was looking
into the matter for Student
Council president, Gerry McCarthy.
MoCarthy might have done
this job himself, but for the fact
that he and Mike Zapf were
overseeing Freshman elections,
which the Honor Committee
will not have to investigate. Al
Vestro was chosen by his class
to be president. Vin Testa, Joe
Burke, and Jeff Clutterbuck filled remaining positions.
What might be scrutinized
closely by upperclassmen is the
fact that by Christmas the
Freshmen had provided the
campus with a mixer, "First
Snowfall." It was a real first. It
was financially successful, well
attended, and to top it all it even
snowed. They may do a good
deal in four years to reform
Fairfield. Already they are
closing down' infamous .establishments on the Post Road.
These men are available for
consultation. on their methods
every Friday and Saturday
night in Gonzaga 'room 10.
An Eye to the Future
When we scan our past actions

it makes us wonder how we
found time for classes and
study. Some of us did not, and
we soon learned (to' quote a
well-known Jesuit) that "A new
broom sweeps clean."
In the coming year this
knowledge may have a bearing
on our actions. We can't say
definitely, but we can hope. We
can hope also tnat the Winter
Carnival Queen, Jean Albers
(Marymount) will be seen on
campus again soon. We hope
that the new Academic Forumwill be a success. We look farward to more philosophy seminars, and this year's Glee Club
concerts. We hope to see everyone at the Mixer February 15,
and that the College Bowl will
be. back on campus soon.
Father McCormick, S.J., is
praying that Campion, built by
the Jesuits and Uncle Sam, will
not be knocked down by the
cave dwellers on the fourth
floor.
As for the STAG the past editors hope that there will be a
campus newspaper next February. The new editors hope that
MoCluskey will turn in his office
key, and we hope that everyone
will look forward to the coming issues.

I

concerned, but also on the part
of the students in applying their
garding the present curriculum, knowledge outside of the classespecially in the fields of ·The- room." Editor Moore remarked
ology and Philosophy. Concern- to me that in other Universities
ing Philosophy, Jim feels that of comparable size, much more
the existing program shoula be controversy exists.
re-vamped, that more current
"It seems to me that the
problems; especially those of the great majority of students apstudents, may be dealt with parently are unwilling to
more easily. In regard to the speak out on the major issues
Theology Department, Jim be- confronting the University,
lieves that it does not deserve the nation, and the world.
the criticism which it is receiv- This is a regretable situation
ing.
which I hope the students will
He feels that, bec;ause of the correct."
many changes the Church is
Jim believes that the STAG
undergoing, due chiefly to the I plays a major. part in the life
influence of the Council, the De- I of the University.
partment is re-evaluating its
"It is an important means of
CoUrses in order to make clearer communication, and it must be
the role of the Catholic layman continually aware of' the pulse
in society.
of the University. The 'students'
A problem of both the faculty opinions are always well conand the student body Jim feels sidered and there is a great
is a "too provinciai outlook.'~ range Of editorial freedom. The
"There should always be an STAG is well-read, and the reeye open for new methods," Jim actions which it receives. are
stated. "New methods, not only good. It can do more, and that
on the·part of the faculty as far is what it is constantly striving
as presenting the material is to do."
------------

CAMPUS PERSONALITY

Definite Plans Announced For
FU Summer Session In France
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CHILE

(Coni~ from Page 1, Col. 2)

country is geographically, anthropologically, and economically very different. The'se distinctions as' well as many others
should b~ taken into account
when dealing with the Latin
American people. This continent
cannot be dealt with as one
entity."
They believe that the Peace
Corps is doing a good job there
although there is more to be
desired from it. Some sugges-

tions they set forth are: more
competency in language formation, and more defin~d skills especially in the fields of communication, farm"ing, and mechanics. Men are needed who
are interested in educational
techniques; men with a talent
for organizing. "Organization is
needed in all fields in Latin
America."
Kevin concluded by saying
that the future of the continent
lies in the growth and education
of the middle class.
The word "concluded" is out
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of place because this is actually
an introduction. Kevin Ecclesine and Gary Ambert will soon
be collaborating on a series of
articles for the Stag in which
they will analyze many aspects
concerning Latin America which
they believe should be made
known.
"

already existing ideas and customs.
These lectures, which began
on Monday, February 11, will
be held every Monday at 7 p.m.
in Canisius 106. All those of the
senior or junior class who are
interested in performing such
work upon graduation are inONCAMPUS TRAINING vited
to attend. The lectures are
(Coni. from Page 1. Col. 3)
also open to any freshman or
sity of basing as much as possi- sophomore who would like to do
ble all change in a community summer work in the mission
upon the use of modific'ation of field.

Tempest Winners.•. Lap·1 !

WINTER CARNIVAL
(Coni. from Page L Col. 3)

sity of Bridgeport, was arrayed
as Marc Antony.
For being the best twister,
Vince Oliviero, '63, and his date
Elaine Leko took the prize.
The prize for the best couple's
costume went to Bryan McAuley '63 and Mary Liz Carroll
who is now in her third year at
Marymount. They represented
an African tribeman and his
woman.
Pat Sullivan, Nick Macarchuck's date and a runnerup in
the Queen's Contest was elected
the most glamorous at the Masquerade BalL
With the contest winners, the
Twisters, and the Tony Bennett
Concert, the 1963 Winter Carnival has become history.

ECUMENICAL POSTS
(Coni. from Page 1. Col. 5)

ASHTON B. BURKE

ROGER P. BLACKER

JOHN N. BIERER

WIWAM P. MARTZ.

U. OF KENTUCKY

N. Y. U.

THE CITADEL

KENT STATE U.

LUCY LEE BASSETT
EMORY

u.

Did you .win in Lap· 2?
_ ••.,m~bW.~~~;·"'l!

nize that all that can be done
with the dialogue is to offer it
up to God."
The method of discussion used
at the gatherings was that as
advanced in The Emerging Layman. This approach, consisting
of Catholic arguing from the
Protestant view, and Protestant
arguing from the Catholic view
was fou'nd to be rewarding; and,'/
according to Fr. Rooney in his
Catholic Transcript interview:
"You learn a lot that way."
The activities of the committee, now that it is formally sanctoned, will remain unchanged.
As far as lay participation', in
these dialogues is concerned,
nothing definite is planned, but
the possibility is being considered.

""!""l!.

America's hottest new
sports convertible!

CANISIUS
ACADElllY
REVIEW

':'l!••,,!
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By WILLIAM BURNS

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of tile 10 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Con.
vertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse
of your license plate.

1.8981859. 6. A304475
7. C518660
2. C002912
3.8638354 .8. 83,50692
4.C426638 9.8151360
5.8291597 10.8203340

All claims for Tempests and Consolation Prizes
must be sent via registered mail, postmarked by
February 23, 1963 and received by the judges no
later than February 25, 1963.

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a
4-speed Portable Hi~Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by.
RCA Victor. Or, you may still wIn a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS!
,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A670436
C608361
A070773
A782549
A534015

6. C111668
7. C162385
8.8415769
9. C624148
10.8018030

11.8869865
12. C203797
13. A039849
14, C599384
15.8234707

,50
Sweepstakes for colleges only
More- than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

35 Tempests to·gQ!
Get set for the next lap •.. 15 mO're Tempests and 20
more Consolation. Prizes! It's never been easier to win
..• no essays, no jingles, no slogans. Just pick up an
entry blank where you buy your cigarettes. Enter now ...
enter often. Any entry received by March 1st, can win
one of 35 Tempests still to go! Of course, entries you've.
already submitted are still in the running!
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win a Tempest you may
choose instead a thrilling expense·
paid 2·week Holiday in Europe-for
two! Plus $500 in cash!
lIGOHr & MYERS rOBACCO co.

Get with the winners •••
far ahead in smoking satisfaction I
SEE THE PONTIAC TEMPEST AT YOUR NEARBY PONTIAC DEALER I

"Catholics in Conversation," a
series of. interviews with prominent Catholics by Donald McDonald, was the book reviewed
by John O'Connell and discussed at the meeting of the Canisius
Academy on Wednesday, February 6.
.
The relation of the Catholic
layman to modern civilization
was the general theme of the
discussions stemming from the
ideas e:xpressed by such personalities as Reverend Joseph Fichter and Senator Eugene McCarthy.
In his interview in "Catholics
in Conversation," Bishop Wright
emphasized the condition of the
Catholic intellectual life. He declared that while Catholic colleges are not producing as many
professional intellectuals, they
are producing men who are
nourished by intellectual ideals.
Also Bishop Wright felt a need
for more Catholic influence in
international affairs. No longer
should Catholics be defensive
about international relations,
but rather should exert a positive force.
Parish Status
Reverend Alfred LongleY, a
well-known liturgist who' has
been greatly influenced by the
sphere of ideas centered at
Maria-Laach monastery in Germany discussed the position of
the parish in his interview. He
advocated the formation of
'cells' in each parish in order to
overcome the impersonalization
of large numbers. These cells
would have the goals of personal
sanctification and also the performance of some apostolic activity or the study of some theological principle.
Liberalism
Senator Eugene McCarthy expressed his views on liberalism
and on the conflict of the Catholic politicians in a government
with anti-Catholic ordinances.
He does not see the situation as
very serious in the United
States but does allow that if it
ever became serious it would
be necessary for the official to
relinquish his position. An example of a serious cause could
(Cont. on Page II. Col. 1)
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SPORTS DESK
By PE'l"ER GARRY

Every college has its number one sport and this
college is no eX'Ception. The premier sport of Fai:meld
is basketball and whereas at suoh. a pla~e as Boston
College, the student lives for the 10 faU Saturdays of
gridiron clashes, tJhe FairneldJites anxiously await December 1 and the first tip-off of the season.
Evidence of tih:is could be seen, ~hen Qn the past
aU-out efforts have been made by students to sneak into
dosed scrummages. An example of .this would be the
crowd of 200 th'at flocked to the back·gym to witness the
F,rosh scrimmage aga'inst .New Haven College.
With the steady improvement of the hoapsters over
the last thTee years and the additional honors and conquests, such as the E.C.A.C., smallcoHege trophy and
the Fordham upset; all tJheir follorwer-s were coun1Jing on
continued improvement. Many predicted as healthy a
r~rd for this year as last and, of CO'UJrse, our 4th
straight Tri.-State Ohampi'Onshlip.
Both 4espite OUir eadyoptimism, we now possess
a medi9'CTe record and OUT monopoly on the Tri-State
League is in jeopardy. So what seems to have happened? We have to admit it, we have been very erratic;
whereas we have shined against Southern Conhecticut
and Seton Hall in strong, well balanced performances,
·the opposite has prevadled more often as against St.
FTanois and L.I.U., to';name a few.
If we could constantly perfOml for tJhe remainder
of the season as we have in OUir better games, we would
end with a respectable. record, especi'ally in Hight of
our tough sdhedule. This most likely would mean we
could capture our 4tJh straight Tri-State title and consequently qualafy fqr the N.C.A.A. TOUiffiament. A good
showing here would more than overcome our less than
spectacular outings in the ea!I'ly season.
How can this come about? The tallent, though depleted in quantity, is still high in quality. Basketball
buffs on the East Coast rate Hutter and. Maca·rchuk
one of the top forecourts of the area, and our backcourt
of Weismiller. and Rafferty has both speed and class.
Firank McAnulty and Walt Donnelly both have turned
in sturdy performances in spot duty.
Coach Bisacca is recognized as an expert on the
intricacies of the game, as can be shown by the fact
that his wel1-driUed squads have compiled 'an impressive 65-32 record in his first fOUir seasons. If Coach
Bisacca can mould this considerahle amount of talent
into a consistent unit and keep team spirit high, there
Should be no reason ~hy the season cannot be brought
to a. successful conclusion.

REVISED STATISTICS
NAME

G
............................... 16

Hutter

FGA

FGM

%

TP

250

123

.492

306

19.1

AVG

Macarchuk ......... ............... 16

197

95

.482

259

16.2

Weismiller .......................... 16

137

64

.467

174

10.8

Rafferty

..............................

15

126

57

.452

149

9.9

........................ , ...

14

53

23

.433

51

3.6

Donnelly

.......................... 15

33

11

.333

40

2.6

Sponza ................................ 11

21

8

.380

30

2.9

15

49

14

.286

43

2.9

McAnulty

Kilty

....................................

Wagner

..............................

11

35

11

.314

26

2.4

Pascale

................................

5

10

2

.200

8

1.6

D'Agostin ............................

2

2

0

.000

0

0.0

Riescher .............................

9

28

10

'.370

29

3.2
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Stags ·Fall To B.C. And Rrates;
Top CCNY;. Nick: 1000 Points
By PE'l"ER GARRY

As part of Alumni homecoming and Senior Father and Son
Weekend, the Fairfield Stags
and the Boston College Eagles
locked horns in two of the most
exciting games seen at Fairfield
this season.
In the varsity fray, won by
B.C. 68-64, highly-touted Gerry
Ward showed the way for B.C.
with 32 points and 18 rebounds
as they pulled away from a 1
point half time lead to a 10 pt.
bulge midway through the second half. The Stags were kept
in the battle in the first half
by the shooting of Bob Hutter
and Nick Macarchuk and in the
second session by Walt Donnelly
and Larry Rafferty. Hutter and
Macarchuk both tallied 15 for
the home forces and Donnelly
added 13, incuding 11 in the
second half.
Mid-semester exams were a
welcome break for the struggling Stags after they suffered
three straight losses over a six
Photo by· Jay Card
day period.
But Hutter drives by B.C.'s Dave Reynolds to tally on fast break
Gaels Trounce Stags
layup.
~------------The first of these came at the
hands of the Iona Gaels, 91-69, chuk's registering of his 1,000th
Anyone For Rugby?
at the victors court. The game point right at the outset of the
featured a high scoring first half, game. He was given a well deAt present on the sports
where the lead changed hands served round of applause bythe scene here at Fairfield there are
St.
A's
fans.
many times and ended with the
attempts being made to set up
Stags 71, Beavers 62
Stags on top 47-46.
new sports on both the intraAfter
a
well
needed
rest
the
The second half was an entiremural and inter-collegiate level.
somewhat
depleted
Stags
rely different story, though, as the
The sports involved here inStags failed to make a basket turned to action against the clude: ice hockey, and wrestling
C.C.N.Y.
Beavers
on
February
6
for the first five minutes and
and now a request has been
Iona, behind the strong shooting at home. This game enabled the made for a show of interest in
Stags
to
raise
their
league
recof Warren Isaacs and the rethe sport of rugby.
bounding of Marty Conlan ord to 5-1 and remain in first
This request has been made
place,
as
they
managed
a
71-62
surged away to an insurmount~
by Dr. John Kenyon of the
conquest.
able lead.
school's Psychology department
After spurting to a 10-0 lead
In this sloppily played skirwho brought up the idea in
the
Stags
floundered
for
a
while
mish, Iona was paced by Conlan,
view of the fact that at such
but
with
Larry
Rafferty
and
Bob
Mannion and Isaacs with 22, 21,
area schools as Holy Cross, Wiland 20 points respectively. Fair- Hutter ripping the cords, they liams, Wesleyan and Fordham,
managed
a
33-31
half
time
adfield's regular one-two punch of
clubs have been set up and he
Hutter and Macarchuk netted 21 vantage.
sees no reason why this school
When ·they returned to action might not follow suit. The stuand 17 each.
the hosts built a 6-8 point lead dents here have shown interest
Stags Bow 93-91
and managed to hold it the rest in soccer in the past and this
Two nights later, the Stags of the game.
sport being somewhat similar
returned to their home floor to
The top scorers for the contest perhaps might take up the slack
engage the Pirates of Seton
Hall. The game, played before were Hutter and Rafferty for where the soccer idea fell.
Anyone interested is requesta sellout crowd, saw the Stags Fairfield with 21 and 20 and Don
at their best for the season so Sidat and Steve Golden of ed to meet with Dr. Kenyon'
C.C.N.Y. with 16 and 15 re- around the Psychology offices in
far.
spectively.
Canisius.
The recount of the game is ·as
follows. In the first half the
shooting of Nick Werkman and
Richie Dec was offset by the
strong play of Hutter, Weismiller and Macarchuk and the half
time tally was 50-48 in favor of
the tall Pirates. The score could
B.y MICKEY KIHNEY
tingent will be lead by seniors
have been different but the
The
Fairfield
University track Larry Longua and Mick Kinney,
Stags had the ball stolen quite
often at. the start and then ral- team will make Lts debut ,in Juniors Pete Garry and Jim
lied from far behind before the Madison Square Garden on Sat- Daly, 'sophomore Dermod Norurday afternoon, March 9th. The ton and freshmen Jim Milton,
half.
Stag runners have been invited Gene Mangiardi and Tim FarIn the second half for four- to an Amateur Athletic Union low.
teen minutes, the game was all Handicap Meet and will comBesides the Garden encounter,
Stags. Weismiller did not miss a pete in the 600 yard run and the Stags will be engaging in
shot, and he and Rafferty fast the three quarters of a mile run. three other indoor meets. The
broke time after time for quick
Coach Nick Giaquinto will first of them will b~ the College
baskets. But when at the six field a team of eight men, di- Track Conference RelayCarniminute marker, we slowed down viding them evenly between the val, held at Queens College on
our game, they capitalized on
two events. The Fairfield con- February 16th.
our mistakes and as all know
Nick Werkman canned his last lfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
second spectacular' shot to .nip
the hosts 93-91.
Werkman paced all scorers
with forty, and his Soph teammate Dec posted 23. For the
Stags Weismiller with 23 and
Hutter with 17 led the point
makers.
.
3rd Loss 78-63
In the third of these fracases,
the Stags traveled to Manchester, New Hampshire, to face the
St. Anselm Hawks, and were expecting a tough game due to the
closeness of last year's tilt.
In the first half, Nick Macarchuk's 17 points balanced the
Hawks 1-2 punch of Myles
Dorch and Tony Greer and the
hustling Hawks led by 3 at half
time, 35-32.
After the intermission, the
Stags were confronted by Steve
Klimaszewski, a 6'8" giant, who
entered the game for the first
time and chipped in 15 points to
put the game out of reach. The
final count was 78-63.
The highlight of the evening
for the losers was Nick Macar-

First Meet For Stags Feb. 16;
Many Outdoor Meets Planned

Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

Photo by John carway

Frank McAnulty and Nick Macarchuck hustle· rebound away
from Seton Hall's Slaton.

/'
J
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Spotlight

SPORTS PERSONALITY

By JEFF CAMPBELL

Photo

~

Larry Marnet

Jim Cahill '66 attempts in vain to block unknown's jump shot
as Captain Bill Schuck looks on.

Moore, Ferland-Pace Hald
By PETER GARRY

The action of the Basketball
intramurals has been slight since
the last printing and in this
issue we would like to spotlight
the leading team in the JuniorSenior league. The team on top
at. the present time is Bill Hald's
quintet with a perfect record of
5-0.
The team is captained and
ably coached by Bill Hald, who
is a 5'11" guard and who is fur~
ther renowned as the "Voice of
. the Stags" on WVOF.

Sharing the backcourt position with Hald is fellow Senior
Pete Clark,. who is a hard-driving, high-scoring guard. He is
also fairly adept at feeding his
tall forecourt.
Two dayhops who are newcomers to the league are the
scorers for this well balanced
quintet. Conrad Ferland, 6'1"
junior is currently averaging 14
points a game and is a combination playmaker and cornerman:
The other half of the duo is Tom
(Coni. on Page ll. Col. I)

.....................................................
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Open Only To Students At" Fairfield
Third Of Four Contests
12 WINNERS IN EACH CONTEST

VICEROY
Basketball Contest #3
(Closes Feb. 13)

-

'.

First Prize ...$100 00
Second Prize $2500
Ten,3rd Prizes $100~cH
12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST.

Four contests in all . . . New contest every two
weeks . . . exclusively for the students on this
campus! You'll find complete rules printed on
Official Basketball Contest Entry Blanks.

In case you haven't heard,
Cassius Marcellus Clay is com-,
ing to town on March 13th to
fight New York's Doug Jones.
Clay is widely known for his
big mouth and his amazing predictions of the rounds in which
he dispatches his opponents.
This last is not because he is
the best heavyweight of the day.
because he isn't. It can be attributed to one of two things.
Either the fights are fixed, which
is unlikely with the close scrutiny being given boxing iIi recent years; or, Clay is "carry
ing" his adversaries until the
appointed hour.
Clay. though no world-beater
at this time, has tremendous potential. It would be unfortunate
if he were to be pushed along
before he develops it.
Clay is nobody's fool, however. He knows that every time
he opens his mouth in self-praise
or mockery of some fighter, he
is increasing the amount of
people who are willing to pay
to see him fight.
"In Doug Jones he meets the
first real opposition of his professional career. All the rest
were either "has-beens" or
"never was's."
Clay has said:
"Doug Jones must fall in six
But if he gives me any jive,
I'm gonna have to cut it to
five."
Jones may give him more
than jive. A light-heavyweight
in actuality, Jones has kayoed
big Zora Folley, a ranked
heavyweight and looked good
against Harold Johnson in a losing effort for the 175 lb. crown.
He has speed, power and a sturdy
chin to match Cassius' advantage in size. If Clay beats him
convincingly, he will be on his
way.
.
But Sonny Liston is something
else again. We might add a
rhyme of our own:
"Jones may fall, even Floyd
But there's one fact we can't
avoid:
Picking Sonny to fall in eight
Just might be laughing in the
face of Fate."

Rider~ Georgetown Highligllt
Stags~ Upcoming Schedule
The next encounter for the
Stags is tomorrow night, February 14th, when they play host
to the Kingsmen of Brooklyn
College. Brooklyn, perennial
Tri-State cellar-dweller, seems
to be a bit improved this year
but still remains near last place
"in the league.
This team, with a new coach,
AI Kaplan, and a fine shooter in
Ira Smolev will be seeking to
upset the Stags. However, the
Stags, by virtue of the past two
seasons triumphs, should rate as
a solid favorite.
On Saturday of this week,
the Stags travel to Worcester,
Massachusetts to take on Assumption College in the first
game to be played in Assumption's new field house. This
game will have great bearing

XAVIER CAFETERIA
LOYOLA CAFETERIA
CANISIUS LOBBY
"STAG OFFICE"

ENTER NOW
AND WIN!
Not too Strong ... Not too Light. .. '

ViCEROYS
01968, BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.

By BOB DRAKE

Frank McAnulty, this week's
sports personality has contributed greatly to the spirit and skill
of one of the great Stag teams
in Fairfield's history.
In past years Frank has had
the misfortune to play behind
several stars, thus not acquiring
the :needed experience that one
needs. In his Freshman year
Frank broke his arm at a crucial
point in his career thus missing
that valuable time when he
could havce learned the basic
moves of his position.
In his Sophomore year Artie
Crawford excelled at the post
position leaving Frank little
playing time. Bill Shin the "big
man" for the Stags last year
turned in many fine performances. So it can be seen then
that this is the first year in
which Frank has had to handle
the position alone, whereas most
of his fellow starters, have had
experience since their Freshman
year. Therefore he has had his
work cut out for him.
Frank's amount of potential is
perhaps the greatest of any of
the players on the team, and
much of it has not, been uncovered. However Frank's con-

stant strides in improvement and
his great desire to learn make
all admire this athlete.
Aside from Frank's Basketball
achievements he is one of the
best-liked members of the team.
This is felt not only by his
teammates 'but also by the fans.
In other areas of athletics Frank
has become one of Fairfield's
top high jumpers.
Frank's contribution to his
class have been limited by the
time consuming job of being a
member of the basketball team.
However, when time has permitted Frank has worked on the
Dogwood Festival, Yearbook
and' Freshmen Orientation.
The B.S.S. English Major
hopes to go on to graduate
school, but his plans are still
tentative. One of "The Goober's"
greatest hopes and contributions
to the school has been the Pittsburgh Area Club of which he is
the sole member.
.
Frank when asked of his feelings toward the school indicated
that he has enjoyed attending
such a close-knit University. He
is also very proud of being a
member of the finest small college team in the East.

---_:..::.:_--------------------

Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located at:

got the Taste
, that's right!

Photo by John Carway

Frank McAnulty swipes rebound from lunging Nick Werkman.

fresh taste!

Frosh Streak Snapped;
Burke Nears Record
By CARL LoGALBO

Led by the high scoring nucupon the rankings of the New leus of Pat Burke, Mike Branch,
England small colleges.
Stan Poole and Dave Lingua
Assumption, in contrast to the the Freshman Five have written
Stags' fast break offense, prefers quite a success story for themto play old-fashioned control selves as the season dribbles into
basketball. The Greyhounds are its final stage of competition.
well tutored by Andy Laska, With th-eir victory over CCNY,
former Holy Cross great and Lou Sacocne's crew has compilstarting veterans include John ed a 12-2 mark for the season.
Jenkins and Steve Warner, both Only LIU and Fordham have
6'5", and soph Chris Kiernan been able to blotch their record.
from Manhattan Prep. After last
Before the semester break
year's thrilling tilt, an equally "our gang" played host to Seton
exciting game is envisioned.
Hall and were the guests of the
Rider College will be our last Gaels at Iona.
and probably most crucial oPPo-' Although Seton Hall proved
nent in the Tri-State league in to be a formidable foe, Burke &
our quest for our fourth straight Co. played their usual great
crown. The Rough Riders are game, and consequently came
paced by Soph hot shot Jack out on top of a 79-71 score. Mike
Cryan, one of the best sopho- Branch walked away with the
mores to play in the Tri-State game!s scoring laurels as he netleague in recent years. Other: ted 30 points. Poole and Burke
Rough Riders attempting to har- followed with 18 and 15 points
hess the Stags will be 6'8" Ran- respectively.
dy Getchis and 6' Doug Endres.
The Gaels, lacking height and
Attesting to the squad's im- experience, were no challenge
provement over last year's, is for our "Fantastic Five." In the
the fact that last year's aces, first half the young Stags were
Nick Serban and Mike Brown the victims of a sloppy floor
are seeing limited duty this game, but still managed to hold
year. We look for another very a 39-32 half-time lead. The secclose contest with our Jersey ond half, however, manifested
rivals, but the Stags should pulli the true nature of our winning
it out.
ball club as the Stags hooped for
On Washington's birthday, a 58 points to the Gaels 44 points.
rapidly improving Georgetown This time it was Burke who was
quintet invades the Fairfield higl1 man with 29. Branch (23),
gym, led by the surging soph Poole (18) and Lingua (13) all
Jim Barry and veteran Jim hit for double figures.
Christy. Barry recently set a
On Wednesday night, Februnew individual scoring record ary 6, CCNY invaded Fairfield
for Georgetown by netting 41 hoping to upset the highly favpoints against Navy. The 6'6' ored Stags. From the outset of
performer is adept at scoring the game, however, the Sacconefrom in close as well as outside. men demonstrated that they
After two losses in a row to were in no mood to lose. Scoring
our Jesuit confreres, the Stags heavily in the first half, especialwill be out to upset the Hoyas, ly messieurs Burke (18) and
especially on our home court. I
(Cont. on Page ll. Col. 2)
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u. Fathers Talk

INTRAMURALS
(Coni. from Page 10. Col. 2)
Moore, a leaping 6'3" junior who
also manages 14 points a game
along with a good percentage of
the team's rebounds.
The fifth man of this contingent is Dom Torillo who contributes his strong corner jump
shot along with some timely
rebounding.
The other valuable reserves
for this sturdy quintet include
Seniors Brian Dunn and Niel
McCoy and Juniors Vic Willenborg and Peter Garry.

CANISIUS ACADEMY
(Coni. from Page 8•.Col. 5)
be the enforcement of a law of
mass-sterilization.
Reverend Joseph Fichter, a
social scientist, proposed that
the university form a center of
social thought. The univ.ersity
should be the natural place, he
·
d
f ee Is for the genera t IOn an exchange of social ideas.
Also discussed briefly were aspects of the social teaching of
Dorothy Day, founder of the
Catholic Worker Movement, the
labor - management position of
Msgr. George Higgins of the
National Catholic Welfare Council and the vI'ew of th I
,
e ayman
eexdPI'troersseodf ".bcYommJaomnWeseaIO.,,'Gara,
..
Because of the many i~main.mg areas, th e A ca d emy decided
.
f "ca th to contl'nue d'·
ISCUSSlOn
0
olics in Conversation" at the
·· g
nex t mee t m .

Page Eleve&

On College Future
The executive council of the
University's Fathers' C 0 un c i I
held its first meeting January 26
under the chairmanship of Lawrence F. King. The seventeen
man council was formed as a
result of the Father's Weekend
Program when man y fathers
voluntered their services to promote the development of the
University.
The purpose of the executive
council is to coordinate the efforts of parents to be of assistance to the University.
The meeting acquainted the
council with the University's
immediate plans for development. These include the construction of a new dormitory
Photo by .Jay Card
and a faculty student c e n tel'
Pat Burke lofts jump shot over outstreched arms of B. C.'s which would provide dining faHandley.
cilities. Attention was given to

increasing volumes in the library and to training program
for teachers of exceptional
children.
The council considered a long
range growth program but before such a program can be set
there is a need to develop the
present position of the lJniversity. This would include increasing the faculty, developing a
seminar program and extending
the scholarship program.
One possible long range program considered would' call for
development of a cultural center which would serve as the
center of cultural activities in
the area.
The council has created six
trustees who will aid and advise
the University in specific areas.

Vocation Counselor At
:Fairfield Feb. 16

------~--------------------.-:.-

FROSJH

sparked

~. their· All-American

Business Club Plans

IConi. from Page 10. Col. 5)
prospect, John Austin edged the
McGovern (12), the Fairfield Stags 82-77. In this game, cer- Stock l\farket Lec;ture
tainly one of the best played
yearlings' widened the gap by a Frosh games ever seen, FairThe Business Club will pre24 point margin at the end of field's ace scorers, Pat Burke sent
- a mo VI'e a n d lect ure on
the first period. Mike Schaeffer,
F b
CCNY's "big man," was held to and Mike Branch, along with e ruary 28, 1963, at 3:30, to be
the all-around strong play of given by Mr. David Smith, of
a skimpy 6 points. It was no Stan Poole dueled Austl·n· and Smith-Ramsey, and Company, of
different in the second half. The
B 'd
Stags continued to bombard the his mates even for most of the n geport.
This lecture is to be given in
boys from the "Big City." The game. But with Poole's deparonly noticeable difference on the ture via the foul route, Austin connection with the newly 01'sank 5 shots in a row to l'ce the ganized B.oard of Finance of the
hard court in the last period was
Schaeffer's hot hand. Unlike his contest for the undefeated Club, whose purpose is to have
first half of play•. he played a Eagles. Branch and Burke paced members participate in buying
tough ballgame under the offen- Fairfield with 25 and 24 respec- and selling securities. This will
FU ABROAD
sive boards and in turn ended tively and in addition to Aus- enable them to get a general
(Coni. from Page 7. Col. 2)
up with a game total of 19 tin's 37, Tom Kelly and John view of some of the activities of
the student with parental ap- points. Burke was again the Hockenbury. netted 12 each for the Stock Market. This program
the victors.
. will be directed by Mr. Fitzproval may undertake independgame's top scorer with his 22
ent excursions on weekends and points.
McGovern finally came
Prior to the B.C. contest, Pat patrick, Mr. Kunsch and Mr. Rev. Francis X. Curran, S.l.
Jordan.
on non-class days.
into his own as he hit -for 16. Burke, our stalwart 6-4 forward,
In last year's pilot group, Both Branch and Lingua scored was only 82 points away from
Fr. Francis X. Curran, S.J.,
there were students from Mt. 11 points. The final score was Nelson Grillo's mark of 367,
the Vocation Director for the
St. Vincent
Manhattanville, 77-48.
New England Province will be
established during the 1960-61
Marymount, Manhattan, New
here on the Campus of Fairfield
In the Frosh game, vs. B.C. two campaign. Pat is now averaging
Rochelle and Newton College.
University beginning February
of the strongest yearling squads 20.3 points per game, which is
16th. His purpose in remaining
The overall cost of participa- in the East were pitted against only .4 away from Grillo's
On Friday, March 15, the Mu- with us for a week is to make
tion for women will be $860.00, each other and the young Eagles record.
seum of Art, Science and In- himself available for anyone
. and for the men, $835.00. The
dustry of Bridgeport will pre- who may wish to talk over a
tentative departure date (to
sent the second in its current possible vocation to the priestParis) from New York is planned for July eight, and the reseries of three lectures on world hood, be it for the secular or
turn to N.Y. is on August 21.
HLGHLIGHTS: ... Hutter and
Watch for the following high travel and exploration. This lec- religious life. There are times
Application forms and infor- Macarchuk now one-two in ca- schQol prospects as possible re- ture will be given by Carl Ek- when' young men believe that
lund, a noted authority on the they have a calling to a higher
mation brochures may- be ob- reel' scoring for F.U. . .. Nick
tained from The Director of the Werkman set record with his cruits:· Kenny Lynch of Regis Antarctic, at 8:00 p.m. in Notre vocation in life but due to exSummer Session, Fairfield Uni- 40 points of most points ever of New York, also of New York Dame High School Auditorium. cessive reserve, a false sense of
versity.
scored by a varsity collegiate Chris Chimera of LaSalle . . . His topic will be "Antarctic Ad- humility or a feeling of inStudents from schools other performer in our gymnasuim; Frank Carr of Hillhouse . . . ventures." Tickets may be ob- ability to assume such a life,
than Fairfield must present a also his 10 field goals in 2nd half Terry Murawski of Trenton Ca~ tained at a special student rate they never resolve their probletter of recommendation from were a new Seton Hall individ- thedral High . . . Bob Lewis of of $.50 at the museum or by lem. Fr. Curran will be hereto'help such students and any oththeir schools along with their ual scoring record ... Congrats St. John's in Washington
. mail.
ers who wish to consult him.
applications.
to the ice hockey team on sched- Albie Swartz of Chaminade
.
Applicant.; will be provided uling of their first game for last finally Carl Menendez of St. AgThis will be the third year
with, passport, vaccination forms night ... Ass't. coach Mike Mc- nes in Rockville Center, L.I. ...
for Fr. Curran on Campus as
and information.
Donnell hopes to co.mmence Plans for Student A.A. postVocation Director. Students will
workouts soon for the bat and poned till after basketball seabe able to consult with him in
Fr. Johnson mentioned that a b I
Th d ltd
d son . . . Nick Macarchuk leads
Canisius Hall in the morning,
number. of applications have' al boys . .,
e ep e e an
' nJ'ury rl'ddled hoopsters find Stags in rebounding with 11 per
Xavier Hall in. the afternoon
been received and hence advises l
that those who are seriously in- practice sessions tough these game . . . This year look for
and in Gonzaga during the eveterested apply without delay.d
__a::..y_s_w_.1_·t_h_su_c_h_a_c_e_s_u_b_s_as_W_.L_'---,-s_e_a_ts-a_t_t_h_e_b_a_se_b_a_l_l_g_a_m_e_s._ _
-nings. The members of the
Sophomore Class know Fr. CurFr. Johnson, the director of
ran as he was their Retreat Dithe Summer Session Abroad has
rector in September and cerspent three years studying in
'- 0
tainly the Knights of Columbus
Europe and was the director of
On February 25, 28 the Ignawill recall Fr. Curran's talks
the pilot program last year. He
tian Council at Fairfield will exduring their retreat at Ridge:will lead the group this year.
field.
emplify the first and second deAccording to present plans,
grees. On Sunday, March 3; the
Fr. Currari will speak at all the
Third Degree will be exemplistudent Masses in Loyola Chapel
fied at Father Coleman K of C
on Sunday, February 17th.
Hall in Fairfield. Mel1lbershipInsurance Chairman; Bill Reidy,
Two Fairfield University grais presently at work recruting
duates have been accepted by
the Peace Corps for assignments
Candidates from all classes. Duroverseas. Henry W. Larkin, and
ing the first semester Bill had
Edward A. Murphy, are Fairfield
so many applicants to the CounU's first graduates to enter the
cil that two sets of degrees were
Peace Corps.
necessary. Bill hopes that more
Mr. Larkin has. been assigned
Freshmen will be entering the - - - - - - - - - - - - - to be among the first contingent
Council this Spring, having Ir--------~--of Peace Corps volunteers bound
been introduced to the workfor Costa Rica. Mr. Murphy will
ings of the Council during the
serve in Nigeria. Both departed
Fall semester.
last week.
Mr. Larkin, a member of the
Jim McLaughlin, Catholic Acgraduating class of 1961, will
tivitiesChairman, is carrying
serve with 26 volunteers on the
out plans for a Retreat open to 12 Reef Rd.. Fairfield, Conn.
all students being held at Man-IIo
..I1
faculty of the University of
Costa Rica and in secondary
resa Rerteat House, and being
schools in that country.
On and Off
conducted by Father McGrath,
He recently completed special
S.J. of the Psychology departphysical and language courses
the Campus
ment. The date is the weekend TAP ROOM RESTAURANT
at a Peace Corps camp in Puerto
of April 19, 20, and 21. Anyone
Rico. He a Iso studied at the
interested in taking this opporUniversity of Kansas and will .
tunity to satisfy University rereceive three weeks of orientaquirements should· consult the
tion in Costa Rica before assumnotice by the Campion mail 1418 POST RD. FAIRIELD
ing official duties.
room.

Eklund to Lecture
At Bpt. Museum

R~t\MBLINGS

--------------1 17

Alumni Ac~epted
By Peace Corps

f C NOTES

WRITERS!

NEW

FRONTIERS

....

SHORT STORY
CONTEST

$25.00 PRIZE

FOR WINNER
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ISTC Publishes
Brochure For
Travel Abroad

Tri:.College Sodality-n"ay: ,B.C.-Holy Cros~-F.U. Confer

ested in government and social
welfare. He carried this interest
with him to Fairfield where he
has served as moderator'of the
Public Affairs Club. The guiding
light in the founding of the
Fairfield, Boston College, and chief assistant United States AtYoung Democrats and the
In a brochure sent to college Holy Cross celebrated their 6th torney of the Eastern District,
Young Republicans, he envisioned these organizations as sort of and university placement direc- annual Tri-College Sodality Day Dr. Raymond Zambito, Presian American "Oxford Union," tors throughout the countrY' this here on Sunday, February 10. dent of the New York Profeswhere in open forum the boys week, the Interna,tional Student The event marked the 400th an- sional Sod'ality and Mr. Thomas
could freely debate the policy Travel Center outlined a step- niversary of the founding of the Monahan of the Navy Resear,ch
and action of their respective ped-up 'program for' student Sodality of Our Lady. The theme Program. Recent college graduparties. Unfortunately except work and travel abroad in of this year's meeting was ates, Daniel Marshall, Holy Cross
for rare debates, this plan has 1963. Among the innovations "Sodality - Committment For '62, Dr. Thomas Daley, Holy
Rev. William, H. Hohmann, S.J. never been brought to .fruition. ,offered .for the summer ahead Life." Approximately 200 Soda.l- Cross '55, and Patrick Waide,
As "Boss" of our C.I.S;L. dele- will be job opportunities outside ists from the three schools par- Fairfield, 59, took part in a pane]
gation he taught the Stags the of Western Europe, travel ticipated 'in the afternoon series discussion.
Tri-College Day commenced
intrigues of practical politics grants, and a two-way exchange of discussions and lectures.
The guest speakers, all mem- with an 11:30 registration in
and helped to organize the Fair- program whereby 1STC mem_ field Bloc which has made us a bers can obtain travel expense bers of the New York profes- Loyola lounge, followed by Mass
By HARRY RISSETrO
power in Connecticut Intercol- reductions by providing work sional Sodality, included the and lunch. At 1:30 the proceed-~ If we described a bewhiskered, legiate politics.
or room and board for foreign Honorable Vincent T. McCarthy, ings officially began with an
address by Attorney McCarthy
little man ladened with charts
His activities in Public Af- students visiting the U.S.
and graphs and speaking with fairs however are subservient to
The ,goal of the ISTC, the tours. ISTC travel this year will on the necessary ingredients for
more than a trace of old Vienna, Economi\:s, Father Hohmann's booklet points out, is to provide be handled by SITA. Founded an active layman in his chosen
you would immediately recog- special interest. He believes Eco- stimulating work, stud~ and in 1933 as the Studentts Inter- profession. He stressed the imnize him as an economist in the nomics should hold a definite travel experience abroad as an national Travel AssoCiation, portance of the layman's ability
classic sense. But Fairfield's an- place in the education of the essential part of education and a SITA is one of the largest and and desire to communicate and
encourage Sodalists to make use
swer to our mythical professor Liberal Arts student. He hopes means of furthering good will.
most experienced travel organ- of all available means in their
has only one similarity" q pos- that one day Economics will be In the' past both students (ages
sessing love of economics and a included in the curriculum of 16-35) and teachers (no age i:;ations in the worldl. More "total committment" to sodality
deep conviction in its import- every student desiring a Fair- limit) have participated in such than 25,000 persons from 50 and their professions. Following
states and 46 foreign countries the keynote 'address discussion
field Diploma.
_
ance.
programs, which include paying
A visitor from Boston Col~
Teacher, Counsellor, Friend, lobs, orientation seminars and have participated in SITA trips. groups met in Canisius Hall.
SITA travel grants up to $'500 Each of the groups consisted of
lege, Father Hohmann came Father Hohmann is making a
are available to ISTC members. men from the same vicinity so
to Fairfield ten years ago to fill marked contribution to the tours.
For the most part, job openOne of the more extensive that plans for summer cells
a sudden vacancy in the Eco- youthful growth of Fairfield U,
nomics Department. He has re- and to the realization of its ings are in unskilled categories European tours ISTC has plan- could be considered.
with minimal language qualifi- ned, in collaboration with SITA,
At 4 p.m. a panel discussion
mained here ever since and has future goals.
cations. They cover such occu- is the Road-to~Rome Seminar, a was held in Gonzaga Auditorium
become a staunch advocate in
pations as farming, construction 21-daY,7-eountry tour that. pre- where three recent college gradthe small college system of
and factory work, child care cedes the job assignments. This uates 'elaborated on the relation
education. A Jesuit college operand hotel-resort' work. Wages year, for the first time, there of sodality to their work. Joseph'
ates with optimum effectiveness
are based on the standard rates will 'also be a Middle East Cirasuolo '63, Prefect of the
when at least half the faculty
in the various countri~s and may Seminar in .Israel. Round trip Fairfield Sodality gave a brief
ani! Jesuits.
Europe's common market will
While doing his doctoral contribute to the establishment range from' room and board in jet travel to Tel Aviv will in- summation of the afternoon's
work at St. Louis University of "an Atlantic Community a Spanish work camp to $190 a clude stopovers in ROme and activity and Benediction follow<Father Hohmann was a member Partnership" with favorable eco- month in a West German fac- Paris. A ~o-day seminar in Tel ed in the Chapel. The students
. Aviv on the culture and hiswry of Holy Cross and Boston_ Colof the Institute of Social Order, nomic effect on the United tory.
ISTC members are at liberty of the region will be follQWed by lege left for Massachusetts after
an organization of Jesuits inter- States, according to Pierre Van
Coppenolle, Belgium's Deputy to make their own travel ar- a five-day tour of Israel and a supper in the Cafeteria.
Richard F. Meehan '65, chairConsul General, who addressed ran!!ements or sign up for' a month's work on a Kibbutz. .
MOVIES
man of Tri-College Day, stated
seminar
program
that
includes
a dinner meeting of Fairfield
The bro~ure, "SWDENT tha ethe whole day was a bril2I16-Five Weeks In A Balloon University's Bureau of Business low-cost· jet transportation and PASSPORtr f6r WORK, CUL- liant success. The quality of
Research.
2/21-A Majority Of One
T U R E and KNOWLEDGE speakers as well as the attitudes
In the address to area business way to restore harmony to West- ABROAD," can be ()btained by of all the sodaHsts made the
3/1 -Music Man
and education leaders on recent ern Europe and saved it from
3/9 -The Best Of Enemies
sending 20c to ISTC, 39 Cort- event a stimulating and profit3/16-The Day The Earth development in the European both political and economic dis- landt Street, New York 7, N.Y. able one for all."
Economic
Com
m
un
i
t
y
and
aster."
The
policy
has
received
Caught Fire
America's stake in European the warm endorsement and
3/23-The Spiral Road
integration, the Belgium official permanent support from the
3/30-If A Man Answers
U.S., the Deputy Consul Gen4/6 -The Manchurian Candi- said:
"The Common Market is not eral explained.
date
a gathering of countries which
Under the Treaty of Rome,
4/20-Damn The Defiant
4/27-Escape From East Berlin are rich and, selfish, with con- binding France, Italy. West Gercern only for establishing their many, Belguim, the Netherlands.
5/4 -Pressure Point
5/11-What Ever Happened To prosperity on the ruin of others. and Luxembourg, a customs
From time to time, I;lnxiety is union was created, an are-a of
Baby Jane
5/18-Requiem For A Heavy- expressed as if the Common unrestricted trade surrounded
Market were conducting a trade by a common tariff wall. It alweight '
policy detrimental to the rest of lows the free movement of capthe world.
ital, services, and labor throughfact, statistics show, since out the unified territory of the
Conservative Factions the"Ininception
of the Common six nations.
'
- Propose Organization Market, a continuous and sub- Common m.arket plans call for
stantial increase in trade be- the complete elimination of inBy PETER BURLINSON
tween the Community and third tense tariffs, and by 1967 transiMike Lawrence is spearhead- party countries. As for U.S. tion toward a single external
ing a movement on campus di- trade with Europe, it shows a tariff will also be completed.
Pine Hill Singers
rected to the formation of a con- substantial surplus in favor of according to Mr. Van Coppeservative club. The reason for the United States.
nolle.
----'~fr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;W
this effort, according to Law"The new Trade Expansion
The six nations under the
ANYONE FOR
rence, is that "there are a large Act will enable the President of Treaty of Rome, he said, are University Folk Group
number of students on campus the United States to negotiate preparing the groundwork now Featured At M-Mount '
with conservative political opin- mutual tariff concessions and in the areas of patents, competiioris and these persons should th
b t
. 1 t'
t
.
(INGMAR, OF COURSE)
ere y 0 open new commerCIa lOn,
ransportatlOn, taxation,
Besides the Four Lads, The The Ingmar Bergman· Film Festihave a responsible and moder- outl e t s on b 0 th'd
f
h
d
.
It
h
SI es 0 t e an
agncu ure to
armonize Pine .Hill Singers, a Fairfield val continues with six superb films
ate means of expressing their Atlantic."
policies and business laws makstill to be shown.
views."
.
Trio, was the only other enterI
Mr. Van Coppenolle said ing the countries an integrated tainment at Marymount College
Today &: Tomorrow
Feb, 13-14
, n past years there J:ave been, many American companies have economic unit.
TORMENT
other ~ttempts at formmg a con- begun manufacturing within the
To implement the plans the Weekend on February 9.
THREE STRANGE LOVES
servatIve club.. Due, however, common mar k e t countries, Treaty of Rome has set up inThe Singers, a group formed
Fri., Sat.. Sun.
Feb. IS, 16, 17
to the. lack of I.nt 7rest and con- especially Belgium.
stitutions, responsible to the' this past September, have been
SMI~O~~IGHT
servatIve. convIctIon. these at"Both ways, trade expansion community as a whole: a Com- heard at campus mixers and the
te!1?'pts faIled. Those mstrument- and manufacturing investment mission serves as an executive Father and Son Weekend. The
Mon.. ~CIT INTERL~E18, 19
al m the· present effort feel that will contribute to the establish- body to administer the common Marymount engagement was the
DRINK OF LIFE
~hese elements are not lacking ment of an Atlantic Community market; a Council of Ministers first big break for them.
Nightly from 6:4$mItthe prese~t tst~dentt bbOdY'M Partnership, as foreseen and ad- to frame the policy; a ParliaAll three of them, John KapSat.• Sun. from 1 p.m.
was th
pom
e C
ou
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